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From modern to post-modern: the future shape of the Irish language
Aidan Doyle (University College Cork)
1st Keynote
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 5:30-6:15

For some time the dominant force determining the grammatical shape of Irish is the variety spoken by learners as a L2, rather than the traditional Irish of L1 speakers. This development has been commented on by a number of authors, including Ó Catháin (2001), Ó Béarra (2007), and Lenoach et al. (2012).

This talk differs from other treatments of this change in that it is not prescriptive. Instead, it thinks the unthinkable, trying to predict what a codification of this new language might look like. The discussion draws on examples of such developments in both the contemporary world and in the past. In conclusion, it is suggested that whether or not one approves of ‘post-modern Irish’, it is here to stay, and cannot be ignored.

Microvariation in a tiny Space: Syntax, Sociolinguistics and the Illusion of Disagreement
Jim McCloskey (University of California, Santa Cruz)
2nd Keynote
Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 12:00-12:45

The field of formal syntax (in the broad ‘Chomskyan’ tradition) and the field of sociolinguistics ought to be in a relation of close, fruitful and sustained interaction. They are not, however, or have not been. In this talk I would like to consider the history that lies behind the current situation, argue that that history is largely one of missed opportunities and miscommunication, and suggest a conceptual framework within which the two disciplines can co-exist and interact more fruitfully. I will also consider a test-case (from among the southernmost dialects of Modern Irish) which poses a difficult and important set of theoretical challenges of a familiar ‘Chomskyan’ sort. The paper argues that the interesting challenges posed by this important set of puzzles are unlikely to be met, unless the combined expertise of sociolinguists and formal syntacticians are brought to bear on it.

The interaction of gender and mutation in Breton: a cross-generational perspective
Holly Kenard (University of Oxford)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 9:00-9:30

This paper uses fieldwork data from a range of speakers to examine grammatical gender and initial consonant mutation (ICM) in Breton. Breton nouns may have masculine or feminine gender, which is marked by agreement with pronouns and the cardinal numerals 2, 3 and 4, and by patterns of initial consonant mutation. For example, feminine singular nouns undergo lenition following the definite article, but masculine nouns do not: feminine taol ‘table’ becomes an daol ‘the table’, but masculine ti ‘house’ is simply an ti ‘the house’. The numerals also trigger mutations of their own on the following noun: daou di ‘two houses’; div daol ‘two tables’.

The gender of Breton nouns is not generally reflected in their phonology or morphology, as it is in some languages (Corbett 1991), although some suffixes tend to result in a noun being masculine or feminine – for example, the singulative -enn always makes the noun feminine (Irslinger 2014). Like in Welsh, the Breton gender system can be considered opaque. This is first because not all nouns mutate: there are a number of exceptions to the mutation rules, and in addition to this, not all initial consonants undergo mutation. Secondly, there is no one-to-one relationship between mutation and gender: feminine singular nouns undergo lenition following the article, but so do masculine plural nouns referring to humans, such as pesketerien ‘fishermen’ > ar besketerien ‘the fishermen’. Lenition is thus marking both masculine and feminine, and singular and plural nouns. Studies of Welsh have shown that this system is difficult for children to acquire, and they have not reached adult proficiency even by the age of 11 (Gathercole et al. 2001; Thomas & Gathercole 2007; Thomas & Mayr 2010).

The system of gender and mutation in Breton is particularly interesting in light of language
revitalisation movements and the growing number of younger speakers whose parents may not speak Breton, and whose only input is Breton-medium education. The Breton context therefore differs somewhat from that in Wales, where a greater number of young Welsh speakers come from Welsh-speaking homes. Various claims have been made about the ‘Neo-Breton’ variety used by younger Breton speakers, including that they omit or are confused about the system of initial consonant mutation (Hornsby 2005). In light of the fact that many younger speakers come from French-speaking homes, it would not be surprising to find some degree of influence from French. Equally, older speakers who now have few opportunities to speak Breton may show attrition effects (Dressler 1991).

To investigate these issues, three groups of Breton speakers were interviewed: (i) 9 older adult speakers aged 58-83 who grew up speaking Breton (mean age = 72.3); (ii) 7 younger adult speakers aged 24-52 who learnt Breton largely through education (mean age = 38); (iii) 12 teenagers aged 15-17 (mean age = 16.1) who are currently educated through the medium of Breton. Speakers were asked to produce Breton words in response to pictures, and three contexts were examined: first, a singular noun preceded by the definite article; secondly, the noun preceded by the numeral 2 (daou/div); and thirdly, the plural. For example, for ‘boat’, speakers were asked to produce ‘the boat’, ‘two boats’ and ‘(many) boats’. A separate picture was provided for each context, and 18 distinct nouns were elicited. The goal was to examine whether speakers used the expected patterns of gender and mutation: agreement in the numeral, lenition of feminine nouns following the definite article, and lenition of all nouns following the numeral. It also permitted a comparison of distinctive mutation, where the mutation is subject to grammatical constraints and conveys information, and contact lenition, which affects all items regardless of their grammatical features (Press 1986). Finally, including the plural allowed the elicitation of the unmutated form as a control.

The findings from the fieldwork indicate that most speakers have a strong grasp of the mutation system, and this is particularly true of both groups of adult speakers, who use the expected mutation in at least 85 per cent of contexts. This applies to both lenition of feminine nouns and lenition following daou/div. The teenage speakers lag a little further behind, and are more likely to omit the mutation than the adults. There is also a lot of interspeaker variation: while some teenagers use mutation and gender with adult-like proficiency, others seem to struggle: a few speakers, for example, use only one form of the numeral, regardless of the gender of the noun. This suggests that some younger speakers may be confused about gender in Breton, and this consequently impacts upon their use of initial consonant mutation – speakers are unlikely to use the expected mutations if they are unsure of the gender of the nouns in question.

It is interesting to note speakers’ own feelings about gender and mutation in Breton. Several speakers reported that they found gender ‘difficult’, and were unsure of the gender of certain nouns, particularly less frequently-used nouns, such as gozh ‘mole’. Even older speakers made contradictory claims about the gender of nouns – stating for example, that a noun was masculine, but then using the feminine patterns of agreement. This is unsurprising, given the high degree of dialectal variation in traditional Breton, and the lack of opportunities speakers may have to use Breton frequently. It also makes the system more challenging for younger speakers to acquire.

In sum, speakers of all ages are more proficient at using the Breton gender and mutation system than some accounts would suggest. Some teenage speakers struggle with the gender of certain nouns, or with the system in general, which in turn affects their use of mutation. However, there is little to suggest that younger speakers as a whole are confused about initial consonant mutation, or that they omit with any frequency.

Three birds with one stone: A methodological triangulation to gain insight into Scottish Gaelic morphosyntax

Charles Wilson (University of Edinburgh)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 9:30-10:00

Linguistic variation in Scottish Gaelic is a vibrant field of study, and impressive and comprehensive projects have sought to understand linguistic and sociolinguistic phenomena found in Gaelic, most notably the Linguistic Survey of Scotland (Gaelic) (LSS(G)) between 1951 and 1963, and Dorian’s work in East Sutherland since the 1970s. Much of the interest in regional variation in Gaelic has been
concerned with phonetic description or phonological analysis, e.g. the published volumes of the Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland (SGDS) (Ó Dochartaigh 1997). However, much of the work has overlooked morphosyntax (see Iosad and Lamb 2016). As well as morphosyntax proving to be elusive in the literature on variation in Gaelic, I identified two other immediate concerns for Gaelic linguistics that could be incorporated into my methodology: (1) Bell et al. (2014) stipulated that the description of the traditional vernacular Gaelic of older speakers was an immediate priority for corpus development, and (2) documentation methods have developed, and another generation has grown up and reached senior years since the last meaningful dialectology project, LSS(G). Therefore, I sought to address these gaps in Gaelic scholarship by undertaking fieldwork in today’s traditional speaker heartland (the Hebrides), which made use of a triangulation of linguistic research methods: documentation, dialectology, and variationist sociolinguistics. In this paper, I will describe how the methods I used in my doctoral research capture data on morphosyntactic processes and how they mark morphosyntactic function in Gaelic, while simultaneously documenting natural speech and providing data that can be compared directly with the data in LSS(G). I will focus on nominal case morphology (including attributive adjectives), providing a preliminary analysis of the data. I will discuss whether the data suggests that morphosyntactic variation emits a geographic signal and/or indicates changes, and where this will take my doctoral research.

Ten New Indo-European Etymologies for Old Irish
Jouna Pyysalo (University of Helsinki)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 10:00 -10:30

The Proto-Indo-European etymology of the cognates, i.e. providing correspondences between two or more Indo-European morphemes belonging to different subgroups and thus enabling the reconstruction of their original prototype, remains a primary task of Indo-European linguistics. The paper at hands contributes to the solution of the comparative etymology of Old Irish by means of presenting twelve new Indo-European etymologies from the rest of the group. The etymologies discussed are:

1. OIr. áith ‘pinna: wing’: RV. átia- ‘eilend, rennend’
2. OIr. nēire ‘seer, diviner’: OInd. nayana- ‘Auge’
3. OIr. tli ‘protection, force, récomfort’: RV. trā- ‘beschützen, behüten, retten’
4. OIr. ate ‘en verité, certes’: RV. addhā ‘fürwahr’
5. OIr. cēcht ‘Macht’: Gr. κίκος ‘Kraft, Stärke’
6. OIr. all ‘bride, rêne’: Thess. ἀλλίς, ἄλλικα ‘χλαμφός’
7. OIr. ness ‘weasel’: AV. nak·ulá- ‘Ichneumon, Viverra ichneumon’
8. OIr. dīn- ‘covering, thatch, sparing’: Lith. dėni- ‘(Ver)Deck, Schiffsdeck’
9. OIr. nāt ‘posterior, arse’: Goth. notin- ‘Schliffshinter teil, Achedeck’ (πρόμυνη)
10. OIr. ainmī an ‘passion, lust, concupiscence’: TochB. aīme ‘wish, desire’

Breton embedded V2 and post-syntactic operations
Mélanie Jouitteau (CNRS)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 11:00-11:30

This is a study of how embedded domains are integrated into the syntactic structure. I develop a typology of verb second orders in Breton embedded domains by comparing corpus data and the elicitation data with traditional native speakers from three different dialectal points in Leon and Kerne. The results suggest that some structures undergo a post-syntactic Merge operation at TRANSFER before Spell-Out (Wurmbrand 2012). These structures show signs of less integration, among which ban on movement, or resolution of the V2 requirement by last resort strategies against the syntactic rules of head movement constraints or excorporation.

Breton V2. Like Old Romance, Rhaeto-Romance, Karitiana, Germanic Mòcheno or Cimbrian, Breton
has a rich left-periphery allowing for V3. Some V3 orders (and more) appear in embedded domains. In (1), the base-generated topic subject of the passive satisfies V2 in the structural region between the ForceP projection and the Fin head, spelled-out as a pre-Tense particle a (2). The recursive projection hosting scene-setting adverbials is higher. This rich high periphery hosts elements accidentally satisfying V2 as a by-product of information structure. Breton V2 is typologically peculiar in that it is linear (Borsley & Kathol 2000): functional heads count as preverbal constituents, including Q particles (3), preverbal negation (4) or verbal heads (5)-(7). Avoidance of verb-first shows post-syntactic symptoms, as it does not seem to impact semantics or information structure. It allows for syntactic misbehaviours, like Long Head Movement (5) or excorporation, leading to analytical tenses (6) or doubling (7) as a last resort. The linear V2 generalization predicts that embedded domains headed by a complementizer should show no extra V2 effect.

(1) Bep bloazh neuze e veze dreset, ablamour, pa vez fall an amzer, each year then prt was rebuilt because when was bad the weather a-wechoù ar paper sablet a veze roget gant ar gwallamzer... sometimes the paper sanded prt was destroyed by the bad weather “It was rebuilt every year, because, when the weather is bad, the sanded paper was sometimes destroyed by the bad weather” (embedded T4, Plougerneau)

Typology. Much like in Germanic, embedded V2 appears in different adjunct clauses denoting cause (1), complements of verbs of saying and thinking (8), including forms of the complementizer ‘if’ (9) & (10), relatives of temporal nouns (11).

(8) Me oar a-wath lar eur vuoh wenn he-deus kalz a lêz. Uhelgoat
I know enough that a cow white she-has lot of milk

(9) N’ ouzon ket hag (lennet) e deus (*lennet) an uriou Plougerneau
Neg know neg Q read has read the book
“i don't know if he has read the book.”

(10) N’ ouzon ket ha (lennet/-g-eñ ) en deus (lennet) al levr. Treger
neg know neg Q read / expl prt has read the book
“i don't know if he has read the book.”

Tests. These embedded V2 orders show less integration in the structure: they can not be moved (13), and matrix negation does not have scope over them (14) (they also show a looser pragmatic integration and have restrictions on extraction from them).
because is lazy NEG'is not come because is lazy embedded C-T…

*(Peogwir lezizeg eo ), n’eo ket deuet, (peogwir lezireg eo) because lazy is NEG’is not come because lazy is embedded C-XP-T…

‘He didn’t come because he is lazy.’

CONTEXT: ‘Don’t be nasty! He didn’t come with me only because I have a car and he didn’t want to walk…’

N’eo ket deuet peogwir (eo) lezireg (*eo), met evit kaozeal samples.
NEG’is not come because lazy is but for discuss together
“He didn’t come because he is lazy but for us to have a discussion.”

Analysis. One speaker allows for multiple C heads (15) but accepts very few embedded V2 (16), mild counter evidence for a CP recursion analysis for selected CPs (Vikner 1995, Holmberg & Platzack 1995, Watanabe 1992, Iatridou & Kroch 1992, Heycock 2000). Lastresort verbal head movement in (9)-(11) suggests that the V2 word order rearrangement takes place in a post-syntactic morphological component before spell-out. In these less integrated embedded clauses, the completed FinP phase is first sent to TRANSFER. The V2 requirement applies, triggering Merge of an expletive, short-distance constituent inversion (LHM, Stylistic Fronting), or excorporation. Only after do the complementizer and its embedded sentence Merge, making it impossible for the V2 requirement to be saturated by the presence of the complementizer. Embedded V2 is also possible in fully integrated structures like the protasis of conditionals, but it never allows for last-resort expletives/verbal head fronting. Dialectal variation shows a gradation in the richness of their left-periphery (Eastern dialects persistently allow for less options, and Plougerneau in Leon for more (17)).

The interplay of syntax and stress in Old Irish: Evidence for indirect reference
Þórhallur Eyþóðsson (University of Iceland)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 11:30-12:00

The complex interplay of syntax and stress in the Old Irish (ca. 750–900 CE), in particular in the verbal complex, has long been a crux in both traditional historical studies on Celtic and Indo-European languages (e.g. Watkins 1963, Meid 1963, Cowgill 1975, McConic 1996, 2006) and in more theoretically informed linguistics (e.g. Carnie, Pyatt and Harley 1994, 2000, Adger 2001, Newton 2006). Although the evidence is primarily historical, it is descriptively quite clear and, moreover, supported by comparison with Modern Irish dialects (Thurneysen 1980). In this paper I advance an analysis of the complex situation in the Old Irish verbal complex which is in line with theories proposing that the phonology–syntax interface is mediated through phrasal prosodic constituents (e.g. Chen and Downing 2016) rather than phonological information being directly encoded in the syntactic structure.

In Old Irish stress is regularly assigned to the initial syllable of a word (Thurneysen 1980). The main exception to this general rule involves finite compound verbs (CV), containing one or more prefixes (P), when occurring in initial position in main clauses. In this case the leftmost P is unstressed but the stress falls on the verb (V), and the CV assumes a “deuterotonic” form, e.g. dobeir ‘brings’ (P-V). In other contexts, however, the stress in CVs is on P, giving a “prototonic” form in accordance with the usual pattern, e.g. tabair ‘brings’ (P-V). Note that Old Irish is a VSO language, finite verbs normally occurring initially in both main and embedded clauses.

It has been claimed that the exceptional deuterotonic stress of CVs in Old Irish is due to a “prosodic juncture” after an element (a complementizer, P or V) in the highest functional head (C) in the clause (Eska 1996, Carnie et al. 1994, 2000, Adger 2001, Newton 2006). However, this analysis is problematic in view of the existence of CVs exhibiting the regular prototonic stress, e.g. 3 person imperative taibred ‘let him bring’ (P-V).

I propose that the deuterotonic stress in CVs results from the effects of enclitic Wackernagel
elements (pronouns/agreement markers, particles) between P and V; crucially, this includes morphologised historical reflexes of such clitics, synchronically manifested as covert function particles (proposed in the “Particle Theory” of Cowgill 1975; cf. also Sims-Williams 1984, Schrijver 1997). Expanding on earlier suggestions (Watkins 1963, Isaac 1993), I argue that these clitics block the stress assignment on P in absolute clause-initial position.

The placement of Wackernagel clitics between P and V (“infixation”, cf. e.g. Griffith 2015) would seem to violate the lexical integrity of the word (Di Sciullo and Williams 1987, Harris 2000). However, I adopt the view that a CV arises by incorporation of P into V. I assume that P is a stress neutral function word, normally incorporating as a proclitic into the host prosodic word (pword, w) (Selkirk 1995, Green 2001). When CVs are not in absolute initial position, notably in embedded clauses, their structure is \[w'(P-V)\], the stress in the complex head being assigned initially according to the general rule. But when P combines with a Wackernagel element (E) in main clauses, the resulting complex P-E constitutes an affixal proclitic outside the host pword, and the entire structure of the CV is to be analyzed as a recursive pword \[w(P-E w'(V))\]. Only the right-hand member of this recursive pword receives the stress. The exceptions involving prototonic imperative forms to CVs are due to the fact that they do not contain a Wackernagel element.

In conclusion, CVs in Old Irish exhibit both \([w(\text{Clitic}+\text{Host})]\) and \([w(\text{Clitic }w(\text{Host}))]\) structures, the former appearing as prototonic forms and the latter as deuterotonic forms. The conditions on the formation of the different structures and their respective stress assignment depend on the syntactic position of the CV and the placement of Wackernagel clitics. The analysis sustains the predictions of indirect reference theories such as Chen and Downing (2016) that the phonology–syntax interface is mediated through constituents in the Prosodic Hierarchy rather than being directly conditioned by syntactic structure.

Subject behaviour in Old Irish: word order, verbal noun clauses, and relative clauses
Esther Le Mair (Ghent University)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 12:00-12:30

In this paper, I will discuss my ongoing research into subjecthood in Old Irish, specifically focussing on potential subject tests for Old Irish. Alignment and argument structure lie at the heart of current theoretical linguistic models. Extensive work has been carried out on argument structure in modern languages, while work on the ancient and medieval Indo-European languages is beginning to take off. Keenan (1976), in his seminal work on the subject concept, developed a set of over 30 “universal” properties, with coding, behavioural, and (some more controversial) semantic properties. These properties do not apply in all languages and it has been argued that subject properties are language specific or perhaps even construction-specific.

Research on argument structure and subjecthood in the medieval Celtic languages is ongoing. Existing work in this area tends to be descriptive, historical, and comparative (Bergin, 1938; Isaac, 1993; Mac Coisdealbha, 1998; Mac Giolla Easpaig, 1980; Watkins, 1963; for an exception, see Lash, 2014a, 2014b). For the modern languages, subject tests have been determined based on the subject properties in these languages. Applying these subject to the ancient and medieval languages is however problematic and Old Irish is no exception. A specific problem for Old Irish is that several common subject tests, such as omission in control constructions and raising, depend on the presence of language-specific structures like the infinitive, which is absent from the language. In the proposed paper, then, I will identify potential subject tests for Old Irish. Specifically, I will discuss position (or word order), the possibility of applying subject tests requiring an infinitive to verbal-noun clauses, and subject behaviour in leniting and nasalising relative clauses.

Position
It is well known that Old Irish has VSO word order in clauses with neutral word order (Thurneyssen, 1975, p. 327). Other subject positions are possible (see e.g. Lash, 2014a), although these are restricted by information structure. Old Irish is also a pro-drop language, so a subject pronoun can be left unexpressed. Objects follow the subject, although sentential adverbs may intervene between the two. Both objects and subject-like obliques may also be infixed in the verb (e.g. ni-s·fil, ‘they are not’),
following prepositions, or suffixed to prepositions. Clauses with both nominal subjects and nominal objects are rare, but preliminary research into position as a subject test for Old Irish is promising (Le Mair, Johnson, Frotscher, Eythórsson, & Barðdal, 2017).

Subject tests involving infinitives/verbal nouns
Several common subject tests, such as omission in control constructions and raising, depend on the presence of language-specific structures like the infinitive. Old Irish does not have infinitives, but it does have analogous constructions, using verbal nouns. Verbal noun constructions replace constructions found in other Indo-European languages including participles, gerunds, and genuine infinitives, and in some cases appear where a finite subordinate clause might be expected. An extensive study of verbal nouns in Medieval Irish and Welsh has been undertaken by Ronan (2006).¹ In control infinitives, the subject of the infinitive is left unexpressed under identity with the subject or the object of the preceding clause, or it may even be retrieved from the context. In the case of verbal nouns, the subject can be expressed in the genitive or with a prepositional phrase, or it can be left unexpressed.

Subject-to-object raising involves a main verb and an infinitive, where the subject of the non-finite verb behaves syntactically as the object of the finite verb. The subject of the infinitive is in the accusative when embedded under raising-to-object verbs, but the object of the infinitive behaves like it does in ordinary finite clauses. In subject-to-subject raising, the finite verb does not select for a subject of its own; instead the subject of the infinitive assumes the behaviour of the subject of the finite verb. The paper will discuss the behaviour of subjects of verbal nouns in potential control and raising constructions.

Relative clauses
A prospective new subject test for Medieval Irish is behaviour in relative clauses. Of most interest are leniting and nasalising relative clauses. The leniting relative clause is obligatory when the antecedent is felt as the subject of the relative clause. When the antecedent is felt as the object of the relative clause, either a leniting or a nasalising relative clause can be used (Ó hUiginn, 1986; Thurneysen, 1975, pp. 312–325). When the concept expressed in the relative clause is felt as the subject, the relative verb is always in the third person. It may be possible to identify a subject test based on the distribution of leniting and nasalising relative clauses.

Although I cannot hope to expound on all the intricacies of subjecthood and argument structure in Old Irish in a single paper, it is my aim to provide a theoretical analysis of a core aspect of syntax, investigating argument structure and the boundaries of subjecthood in Old Irish.

Introducing the Chronologicon Hibernicum
David Stifter, Fangzhe Qiu, Elliott Lash (Maynooth University)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 12:30-1:00

This paper introduces the ERC-funded project Chronologicon Hibernicum, which studies the diachronic development of the Irish language between c. 550-950, and aims to produce an absolute chronology of this development. This paper presents firstly the project organization, its subject matter and objective, then gives an overview of the potentials and challenges in studying the Early Irish language. It then describes the methodologies and procedures, and lists the achievements to date, the expected outcomes, and the lessons learned in the project. Finally the paper explains the significance of this project in preserving the Irish cultural heritage.

Vowel nasalisation in Scottish Gaelic
Donald Morrison (University of Manchester)
Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 2:30-3:00

¹ See also Jeffers, 1978; Müller, 1999; and Stüber, 2009.
According to the modular feedforward architecture of grammar, the phonetics is sensitive only to the output of the phonology and is thus blind to morphological or lexical conditioning (Pierrehumbert 2002). However, this prediction is challenged by claims that fine-grained phonetic detail may display e.g. paradigm uniformity (PU) effects (Steriade 2000) or effects of usage factors such as lexical frequency (Bybee 2001). In the present study I search for potential phonetic PU effects in vowel nasalisation in Scottish Gaelic by investigating alternating items in which a nasalising environment is removed by a morpho(phono)logical process. A clear dis-tinction is found between categorical phonological nasalisation, which displays overapplication in derived forms, and gradient phonetic nasalisation, which disappears completely when the triggering environment is removed. I present this as evidence for the modularity of the phono-netics-phonology interface and the non-existence of phonetic PU effects.

Some putative instances of phonetic PU effects can be accounted for in a modular architecture by allowing prosodic structure to grant the phonetics indirect access to morphological structure. Thus, the subtly differing degrees of /l/-darkening and GOOSE-fronting found by Stry-charczuk & Scobie (2016) between simplex *hula* and complex *fool-ing* are compatible with an analysis in which *-ing* is adjoined directly to the prosodic word (cf. Bermúdez-Otero 2011: 2028). I argue that the search for phonetic PU effects must therefore be restricted to cases where a prosodic explanation is unavailable, and that Scottish Gaelic provides an ideal testing ground since it is rich in morpho(phono)logical processes that do not involve overt affixation.

In Scottish Gaelic, vowels normally display strong nasalisation after initial [m], e.g. *madainn* [màtaɾ] ‘morning’, but some exceptional lexical items display far less nasalisation, e.g. *marag* [marak] ‘pudding’. Under the lenition mutation, radical initial [m] alternates with lenited initial [v] under certain morphosyntactic conditions. In a nasal airflow study of one 62-year-old speaker from Ness, Isle of Lewis, I show that both radical *madainn* [màtaɾ] and lenited *mhadainn* [vàtaɾ] display high levels of nasalisation throughout the vowel; radical *marag* [marak] displays some nasalisation early in the vowel; and lenited *mharag* [varak] displays no nasalisation at all (see Figs. 1 and 2). Bonferroni-corrected unpaired t-tests among these and other items, comparing nasal airflow both early and late in the vowel, paint a clear picture of two distinct types of nasalisation: a categorical phonological process of progressive [nasal] spreading that overapplies in lenited forms and may be subject to lexically conditioned block-ing, and a gradient phonetic process of coarticulatory nasalisation that is bled by lenition and always applies after [m]. Crucially, *mharag* [varak] displays no trace of nasalisation in spite of the presence of gradient phonetic nasalisation in paradigmatically related *marag* [marak]. This is in line with the predictions of modular architectures, in which categorical phonology has direct access to morphological information but gradient phonetics does not.

Non-modular theories designed to account for phonetic PU effects include phonetic out-put-output (OO-)correspondence (Steriade 2000), in which OO-constraints penalise differences between paradigmatically related forms at the phonetic level, and Exemplar Theory, in which phonetic detail is stored in the lexicon and production of one form is influenced by simultaneous activation of paradigmatically related forms. While a negative result can in principle be handled by phonetic OO-correspondence using appropriate constraint rankings, it is more problematic for Exemplar Theoretic approaches in which phonetic PU effects emerge mechanically from exemplar dynamics. I conclude that my results are more compatible with a modular architecture in which phonetics has no direct access to morphological (or lexical) information and that wholesale dismissal of this empirically more restrictive framework is premature.
Fig. 1: Dynamic nasal airflow profiles for the underlined portions of madainn [mätəɲ] 'morning', a’ mhadaîn [ə vätəɲ] 'the morning', marag [marak] 'pudding', a’ mharag [ə varak] 'the pudding', badan [patan] 'thicket' and am badan [ə m patan] 'the thicket'. The x-axis represents normalised time, where 0-1 is the duration of the initial consonant, 1-2 is the duration of the vowel, and 2-3 is the duration of the following consonant.

Fig 2: Degree of nasalisation early in the vowel and late in the vowel for the items in Fig. 1.

Alan Orr Anderson, Adomnán and the ‘Pictish language’
Guto Rhys (Independent Scholar)

In 1961 Alan Orr Anderson published his influential edition of the early eighth-century Life of Columba. In this he included a four-page discussion of the ‘British Names’, of which about ten
could be considered Pictish, as opposed to northern Brittonic. This hagiographical work, along with Bede’s *Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum*, is one of the exceedingly rare early documents which has been seen as providing important information on the language(s) spoken by ‘Picts’. When the re-edited book was published by his wife, Marjorie Ogilvie Anderson, in 1991 this section was omitted, and the earlier discussion remains as the default account of ‘Pictish’ linguistic features. This presentation will scrutinise the linguistic, palaeographical and codicological issues which lead to Anderson’s deductions and come to very different conclusions regarding what linguistic information can legitimately be extracted from the text.

**Abstract consonant representations in Irish**

Cormac Anderson (MPISHH)

Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 3:30-4:00

This paper makes the case for a phonological analysis of Irish as containing abstract consonants, defined only for secondary localisation. Positing these abstract consonants can simplify the description of a number of phenomena in both Modern and Old Irish, and brings greater generalisations.

One of the most heated debates in early generativist linguistics revolved around how abstract phonological representations should be. Some scholars sought to restrain the excessive generative power of transformational grammars (e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968) by placing limits on the degree of abstractness permitted (i.a. Postal 1968; Kiparsky 1968; Hooper 1976 etc.). Throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s, debate raged over ‘abstract’ versus ‘concrete’ analyses of given languages, such as French (Schane 1968), Nupe (Hyman 1970, 1973; Harms 1973), and Seri (Marlett 1981). Nowadays, abstract representations are commonplace, both in descriptive work written in a broadly structuralist framework (Drude 2014 for Aweti), and in phonological approaches that are primarily representational rather than computational (e.g. Ségéral and Scheer 2001).

Evidence for abstract consonants in Modern Irish comes from two main sources: the behaviour of prothetic consonants before vowel-initial words, and past tense allomorphy.

The secondary localisation of a prothetic consonant before a vowel-initial word cannot be predicted from the quality of the initial vowel (the nasal of the definite article is taken here as prothetic, with examples from Ni Chiosáin 1991: 80ff.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ioniants</td>
<td>/i:ntas/</td>
<td>‘wonder’</td>
<td>(m. sg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an ioniants</td>
<td>/ən i:ntis'/</td>
<td>‘the wonder’</td>
<td>(m. sg. gen. def.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aois</td>
<td>/i:s'/</td>
<td>‘age’</td>
<td>(f. sg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an aois</td>
<td>/ən i:s'/</td>
<td>‘the age’</td>
<td>(f. sg. nom. def.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This phenomenon, consistently represented in Modern Irish orthography, was already noted by Gussmann (1986), who proposed that the unexpected vowel stems, e.g. *aois* above, have an empty C-slot on the CV-tier to which an autosegmental specification for consonant quality is associated. Ni Chiosáin (1991: 84) extends this to all vowel stems, arguing that they all begin with an onset specified only for secondary localisation, here transcribed as broad /∅/ and slender /∅’/. The only alternative would be to argue that the selection of either a broad or a slender allomorph of prothetic /t/ or /n/ is assigned simply arbitrarily to each stem.

The past tense in Modern Irish is formed by leniting an initial concrete consonant, e.g. *cuir* → *chuir* ‘put’ and prefixing /d/ to an initial abstract consonant, e.g. *ith* → *d’ith* ‘ate’. Words beginning in /∅/ combine both rules, e.g. *freagair* → *d’fhreagair* ‘answered’. Assuming that /f/ disappears under lenition makes it difficult to explain the prefixed /d’/, as words beginning in a sonorant lack this, e.g. *rith* → *rith* ‘ran’ not **d*rith* (Armstrong 1975). However, if /f~f’/ is rather considered lenited to the abstract consonant /∅~∅’/, then the formation of the past tense can be subsumed under a single rule: lenite an initial concrete consonant and prefix /d/ to an initial abstract consonant.

Anderson (2016) adopts an abstract consonant analysis from Modern Irish into Old Irish, and extends it by considering long vowels to be sequences of short vowel plus abstract consonant, i.e. /V∅/, contrasting with disyllabic sequences /V∅V/ for vowels in hiatus (this remains perfectly
compatible with the zero consonant in Ó Cuív 1966). Indeed, many person markers in the verbal system can thus be considered to consist solely of abstract consonants that assimilate a preceding consonant, so that the conjugation of consonant-final strong verb forms and vowel-final hiatus verbs can be unified as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
/b\acute{\alpha}r-\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset/ & \rightarrow /b\acute{\alpha}r\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset/ \quad \text{biru} \quad \text{‘I carry’} \\
/b\acute{\alpha}r\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset/ & \rightarrow /\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset\emptyset/ \quad \text{biuu} \quad \text{‘I do be’} \\
/b\acute{\alpha}r\emptyset/ & \rightarrow /b\acute{\alpha}\emptyset/ \quad .\text{biur} \quad \text{‘I carry’} \\
/b\acute{\alpha}\emptyset/ & \rightarrow /b\acute{\alpha}\emptyset/ \quad .\text{biu} \quad \text{‘I do be’}
\end{align*}
\]

Similar generalisations can be made for other aspects of the verbal morphology, such as the reduplication of vowel-initial verbal stems.

It is preferable, a priori, to assume that underlying phonological representations are as similar to the surface reality as possible, a principle known as Lexicon Optimisation in Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993). On the other hand, it is also desirable to maximise the level of generalisation of our linguistic analyses. In a language such as Irish, with its complex system of consonant alternations, the abstract consonant solution seems able to simplify considerably the description of several morphological phenomena, and is worth the cost of a little abstraction.

**On the use of the Old Irish indefinite pronoun nech ní**

Carlos Garcia Castillero (University of the Basque Country)

Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 4:30 - 5:00

In this paper, I would like to address a number of issues related to the use of the Old Irish indefinite pronoun nech ní in the corpus provided by the main collections of glosses attested in the contemporaneous manuscripts. Due to the quality and quantity of the involved texts, Wb. (c. 160 cases) and Ml. (c. 250 cases) are especially valuable in this regard; less so the Sg. (c. 27 cases) evidence. The different value of these collections is much the same as in the case of the use of the neuter singular demonstrative pronouns *aní* and *aN*, which are characterized by the fact that they constitute a NP together with the relative clause which regularly follows. One of the questions which I would like to deal with in this paper is precisely the difference between the use of these (definite) demonstratives and that of the mentioned indefinite pronoun, one of whose main uses is precisely as the head of a relative clause.

The use of this indefinite pronoun has been analyzed from the point of view of its semantic uses (the functions considered by M. Haspelmath 1997, *Indefinite Pronouns*), gender, pragmatic use, syntactic context (namely, the combination with negation or an associated element, as well as the inclusion in a main or subordinate clause), syntactic function (A, S, O, oblique or genitive), as well as the presence of a relative clause depending on this indefinite pronoun (which has a NP function in this relative clause). A preliminary glance at the results of this analysis permits to advance a number of worth discussing observations:

1. The Old Irish *nech ní* apparently has a wide range of semantic uses, from the “specific known to the speaker” to the “free choice” uses, to quote the two extreme poles of the semantic map proposed by Haspelmath, so that one must say that this Old Irish indefinite pronoun possesses a remarkable quantity of functions, even for an cross-linguistically multifunctional element like this.

2. The Old Irish indefinite pronoun can be combined with both negation and a relative clause (and can also be used without any of these elements), but a certain complementary distribution of negation and relative clause can be observed.

3. A very remarkable fact which clearly calls for an explanation is the fact that the indefinite pronouns which have the function of A (agent of a transitive predicate) virtually have no relative clause (neither in Wb nor in Ml), whereas the indefinite pronouns with other
functions (namely, S, O and oblique) have a relative clause in more or less the same proportion (i.e. in the half of the cases).

As is also the case of the previous observation, the use of the aforementioned neuter singular demonstrative pronouns aní and aN contrasts with the corresponding indefinite pronoun ní: whereas aní and aN most often express the combination of NP functions S – O, this combination is precisely the less frequent in the equivalent use of ní in both Wb and MI.

The adduced list does not exhaust the number of observations and questions which can be put forward on the use of the Old Irish indefinite pronoun nech ní. However, it shows the potential of the language of the glosses for a productive investigation on the syntactic use of relevant elements and perhaps even the potential of the Old Irish linguistic evidence for general linguistic issues.

**Relative clauses in the Book of the Anchorite of Llanddewibrefi**

Elena Parina (Philips University Marburg)

Tuesday, 4 September 2018, 5:00 - 5:30

My paper will present the results of a corpus-based analysis of the relative clauses in *Llyfr Ancr Llanddewibrefi* (Oxford, Jesus College MS. 119, 1346). In his edition of the manuscript containing religious texts that are all with one exception translations, John Morris-Jones comments repeatedly on the construction of relative clauses in this text as one of the best examples of ‘the effect upon literary Welsh of translation from Latin’ (Morris-Jones 1894: xxvi-xxvii). The construction he criticises mostly (cf. also Morris-Jones 1913: 288; Morris-Jones 1931: 104 and Sims-Williams 2016: 151-2) is the one described in *The Syntax of Welsh* in the following way (for Modern Welsh):

‘In archaic literary style, an overt demonstrative pronoun, such as *yr hwn* ‘that one (masc.)’, may be used as a relative pronoun:

\[
y \quad \text{dy} \quad \text{yn} \quad \text{yr} \quad \text{hwn} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{gafodd} \quad \text{y} \quad \text{wobr}
\]

the man the DEM.MS PRT get.PAST.3S the prize

‘the man who got the prize’

This usage was largely modelled on foreign languages, and has mostly fallen out of use (for details, see Richards 1938: 75)’ (Borsley, Tallerman, Willis 2007: 119).

The same construction is characterised as ‘imitation of the syntax of Latin or of the dominant neighbouring languages, rather than natural developments in speech’ (Borsley, Tallerman, Willis 2007: 335)

On the whole these constructions have been often regarded as one of the ‘traces of translation’ (see Evans 1964: 66, 69; Luft 2016: 171-2, 176 with a collection of examples and discussions from earlier scholarship).

It is therefore worthwhile to investigate the evidence of the Book of the Anchorite in its entirety and not just selected examples.

First the relative frequency of the so called ‘proper relative clauses’ vs sentences with overt demonstratives in different texts of the manuscript will be presented. Attention is also being paid to the semantics of the clauses, since according to John Morris-Jones the overt demonstratives ‘are also employed even when the antecedent is expressed, if the relative clause is coordinate, that is, introduces a new idea instead of merely qualifying a noun in the principal sentence’ (Morris-Jones 1931: 98), that is there is a possible distinction being made between restrictive and non-restrictive clauses. Secondly, the variation of different types of overt antecedents (e.g. *yr hwnn, y gwr, ar yr hwnn*) will be analysed. Thirdly, the data of these religious texts will be compared to the corpus of canonical Middle Welsh prose, including the *Four Branches of the Mabinogi* and *Culhwch ac Olwen*.

This quantitative approach allows on the one side to refine our understanding of different forms and semantics of relative clauses in Middle Welsh and on the other hand to map individual texts
of the manuscript in a continuum from the language of the native tales to a specific register of translated texts and thus elaborate the conception of stylistic choices within the language of Middle Welsh prose.

**Lexical variation in ‘néo’-Breton: A corpus-based approach**  
Merryn Davies-Deacon (Queen’s University, Belfast)  
Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 9:30 - 10:00

The field of minority language sociolinguistics has recently seen much work on ‘new speakers’, particularly in the last five years as a result of the work of the COST New Speakers Network (www.nspk.org.uk). Definitions of the new speaker have varied depending on the context of study, although they are typically defined with reference to “transmission, attitude and origin” (Hornsby, 2015:108). New speakers thus do not acquire the language as a result of uninterrupted intergenerational transmission, instead often doing so through education; they have a positive attitude towards the language; and they need not originate from the traditional speaker community, i.e. the community of those who acquired the language intergenerationally.

While in general terms the ‘new speaker’ category has emerged only recently, as a development of the ‘néo-speaker’ theorised by Grinevald and Bert (2011:51), language-specific new speaker categories are more established in academic discourse. One example is the category of the ‘néo-bretonnant’, or new speaker of Breton. This first came to prominence in the work of Maryon McDonald (1989), who identified a group of “militant” speakers, and was further examined by Mari Jones (1995; 1998). Since then, the body of work dealing with the ‘néo-bretonnant’ has grown. With this longer-established position in academic discourse, ‘néo-bretonnants’ have become associated with various attributes: among these, it is claimed that they are typically young, well-educated, mobile, literate in Breton, and highly motivated by the desire to express Breton identity and even political activism, and that they wish to use Breton in as many domains as possible (Jones, 1995:428; Hornsby and Quentel, 2013:75; Rottet, 2014:213). These definitions put them at odds with traditional speakers, who are characterised as older, rurally located, and unable to read and write Breton, and are said to restrict their use of the language to the home and local community (Adkins, 2013:59; ibid:63; Hornsby and Quentel, 2013:75). The language of new speakers has similarly been assigned certain attributes in the literature: it is portrayed as highly standardised and non-dialectal, and while said to be similar to French in terms of its deep linguistic structure, i.e. phonology and morphosyntax, it is also characterised as having an artificially ‘purified’ lexicon, which makes use of Celtic-based neologisms rather than French borrowings, despite the latter being prevalent in the language of traditional speakers (Hewitt, 2016). These characterisations contribute to the perception of a large linguistic and ideological distance between new and traditional speakers of Breton.

Work on new speakers has generally tended to focus on attitudes and perceptions, often based on interviews and ethnographic techniques. This has been no less the case for Breton, the empirical research carried out by Holly Kennard (2014; 2018) being a rare exception. This work, however, found that new and traditional speaker syntax do not notably differ from each other. Similarly, Ó hfearnáin (2013) noted that some traditional speakers are well-educated and literate in Breton, and can take up influential positions in Breton language planning, while Adkins (2014) found that adult education classes seek to teach partially dialectal varieties of Breton appropriate to their geographical location, rather than a supradialectal standard. All these findings point to a situation where the gap between new and traditional speakers, and their respective language varieties, may not be as large as is commonly reported.

My work aims to contribute more empirical research to the field in order to investigate this further. This paper presents results of a quantitative analysis of data gathered from Breton-language media, a context associated with new speakers, given their supposed literacy in Breton and greater motivation to speak the language in non-traditional domains, contrasting with traditional speakers. Based on data gathered in 2016–2017 from radio programmes, magazines, and posts on Facebook, this paper focuses on the lexicon, investigating quantities of French borrowings and neo-Celticisms and the presence of dialectal or other non-standard vocabulary, taking into account factors such as stage of entry into the language and morphological integration, and highlighting some ways in which
the lexicon displays variation across the media contexts examined. Such variation attests the heterogeneous nature of Breton in the media, undermining some of the stereotypes about new speakers and their language, particularly the claim that new speakers use only a ‘pure’, non-dialectal variety.

This paper concludes with an assessment of what such variation could mean for portrayals of Breton in academic discourse and in language policy, stressing the importance of accounting for the multiple motivations and ideologies that operate in contexts where new speakers are present, in order to ensure greater success and sustainability for language maintenance in the future.

“The immersive nurseries in Breton, an essential tool of the transmission of the language”  
Stéphanie Le Pelletier (Renne 2 University)  
Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 10:00 - 10:30

The practice of Breton collapsed since World War II: thus, if 26.67% of the population of Lower Brittany did not speak Breton in 1952, in 2007, only 5.5% of the population of Brittany historical knew the language. Faced with this, protest movements, powerless against unfavorable legislation, have been working for decades to give back its place to the Breton language, both in the public and private spheres.

At the same time, the employment rate of women, traditionally in charge of raising children and the home, has steadily increased. While 40 to 45% of women aged 30 to 50 were active in 1962, this rate is now above 80%. For current families, the care of children in preschool is therefore a central topic. Several possibilities are available to them of course: the family itself, the extended family, or even the system called nurseries.

As the childcare system is constantly increasing, due to the growing demand from families, the nurseries, places of preschooling, are therefore an interesting field for actions in favor of Breton. Since the late 1990s, Breton has gradually entered the nurseries, first by localized actions in Finistere, and then spread over the years throughout the territory of historic Brittany (ie the five departments of Finistere, Morbihan, Côtes-d'Armor, Ille-et-Vilaine and Loire-Atlantique).

An entry in many forms, from punctual initiation to the immersion nurseries. Since 2011 and the opening of a first nursery in Vannes, by the association Babigoù Breizh, four other immersive nursery projects have emerged in the east of Brittany, most successfully conducted.

The toddler, because of the professional constraints of his family, will spend a significant part of his time in a nursery, before starting his schooling. The link with the professionals of the early childhood will be important in his language learning. The immersive nurseries in Breton therefore have a primordial place in the transmission of the language.

The purpose of this study is to analyze and understand the place of immersive nurseries in Breton in the transmission of language through the more particular study of the nursery Kerbihan and the association that administers it, Babigoù Breizh.

The problematic of this project will lead to a deeper understanding of the notion of linguistic transmission, in the light of the authors who studied it, notably Joseph Fishman on the Reversing Language Shift. But also to understand the context, both political and cultural, which allowed the establishment of this nursery. It will also analyze empirically the operation of Kerbihan nursery, both from the point of view of the staff (their language skills...) than the families (their strategies to bring their child to a Breton-French bilingualism).

The first data is being collected, I will focus, after redefining the notion of linguistic transmission, on highlighting the cultural and political context that led to the establishment of this nursery and its linguistic functioning.

What is a revived language? Linguistic features of Revived Manx in comparison with the traditional language  
Christopher Lewin (University of Edinburgh)
As minority language communities worldwide increasingly face the cessation of intergenerational transmission and the process of ‘language shift and death’, the practice of ‘language revival’, meaning the revernacularization of ‘dead’, ‘dormant’ or ‘sleeping’ languages attested in written texts, recordings and linguistic documentation, is becoming more prominent, and the study of it more urgent. In addition to the most well-known and, in numerical and political terms, most successful example of Hebrew (Zuckermann & Walsh 2011), a number of examples of revival of indigenous languages in North America (e.g. Miami and Wampanoag), Australia (e.g. Kaurna) and East Asia (e.g. Siraya) have been recently documented, with efforts often led or guided by trained linguists, sometimes from within the indigenous ethnic group itself. Older movements, such as those to revive the Celtic languages Cornish and Manx, which both go back over a century, have mostly been shaped by gifted amateurs.

Within the Celtic languages, the topic of language revival, as opposed to revitalization of still-existing speech communities, is becoming more significant as traditional speech communities are rapidly becoming moribund. Networks of second-language speakers, for example in the cities and towns of Ireland and Brittany, can often be seen as cases of language revival, since their links to traditional native speakers are often tenuous (cf. the ground-breaking study of a Belfast community in Maguire [1991]). It has been argued that such ‘new speakers’ increasingly represent the future of these languages (O’Rourke & Walsh 2015; Hornsby & Quentel 2013), and that new varieties or dialects may be developing in these networks (Ó Broin 2014; Snesareva 2017).

In this context, the study of Revived Manx has a good deal to offer both to Celtic linguistics and to the wider fields of language revitalization and ‘revival linguistics’ (Zuckermann & Walsh 2011: 122). Although a small number of studies have examined certain linguistic features of the revived variety of Manx (e.g. Clague 2004–5; Kewley Draskau 2005; Broderick 2013), hitherto there has been no general overview or description of the linguistic features of the revived language and how it has developed, and diverged, from the natively-spoken variety, which is usually considered to have become extinct in 1974.

Other studies have examined the language movement from an ethnographic, anthropological, sociological or historical perspective, including speakers’ language ideologies (e.g. Ó hIfearnain 2015). However, a lack of engagement with formal linguistic data from Revived Manx speakers, and the evidence of the Traditional Manx corpus, means that scholars have not fully examined the complex interplay between language ideology, historical circumstances, the second language acquisition process and the linguistic and orthographic features of Manx, as well as the nature of the long-standing contact relationship between Manx and English. In the present paper, a variety of phonological, morphosyntactic and lexical features will be presented, showing how they illustrate various factors which can be seen to mould speakers’ (and writers’) usage. These include:

- Substratal influence from English, the first language of almost all Revived Manx speakers, including features consciously avoided but frequently occurring, as well as features of which most speakers seem to be unaware.
- Purism and ‘hyper-Gaelicism’, whereby attested structures are replaced with those perceived, sometimes spuriously, to be more native or more Gaelic.
- ‘Hyper-archaisms’, including restoration of forms to those considered etymologically ‘correct’, even when these may in fact have been ungrammatical in attested periods of the traditional language.
- Spelling pronunciations, based on misinterpretation of the complex and inconsistent Manx orthography.
- Internal analogy, overgeneralization and simplification.
- Erroneous, ambiguous or incomplete information in dictionaries, grammars, language courses, and the usage of prominent individuals or organizations.
- Widespread use of neologisms which may be seen as ‘out of character’ from the perspective of the traditional language, especially those based on Irish.
- Mixing of dialects, registers and historical periods of the language.
Evidence from these features is taken primarily from a corpus of recent literary and pedagogical publications, as well as videos of interviews with Revived Manx speakers available on Youtube.

Manx, like most revived languages, but unlike the usually-cited textbook example of Hebrew, remains largely a second language, moulded by conscious learning by relatively small numbers of adults in each generation, rather than being subject to the usual unconscious processes of language change during intergenerational transmission. In this respect it is perhaps a more typical example of what to expect when a second language is maintained over the long term in small networks of enthusiasts and activists. This has lessons for those considering the future prospects of the other Celtic languages, as well as endangered languages elsewhere, in terms of corpus and acquisition planning, planning language ideology (Armstrong 2012), documentation of surviving native varieties, and preparation of pedagogical resources.

Irish Constructions of metaphoric giving
Victor Bayda (Moscow State University)
Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 11:30 - 12:00

The paper presents an analysis of a type of constructions with the light verb *tabhair* ‘give’ and two prepositions – *do* ‘to’ and *ar* ‘on’. A fully lexical *tabhair* ‘give’ combines with the preposition *do* ‘to’ introducing the beneficiary:

*Tabhair bronntanas do Mháire!*

“Give a present to Máire!”

As a light verb, however, it combines not only with *do* but also with *ar* ‘on’ which is not predicted by the meaning of *tabhair* and makes these combinations immediately idiomatic. The following table presents some predicate nouns that combine with *tabhair do* and *tabhair ar*.

Examples of *tabhair with do* ‘to’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicate noun</th>
<th>example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aire ‘care’</td>
<td>Thug Seán aire do Mháire. “Seán paid (gave) care to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tacaíocht ‘support’</td>
<td>Thug Seán tacaíocht do Mháire. “Seán gave support to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suntas ‘notice’</td>
<td>Thug Seán suntas do Mháire. “Seán gave notice to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cead ‘permission’</td>
<td>Thug Seán cead do Mháire. “Seán gave permission to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of *tabhair with ar* ‘on’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicate noun</th>
<th>example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aird ‘attention’</td>
<td>Thug Seán aird ar Mháire. “Seán gave attention to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aghaidh ‘face’</td>
<td>Thug Seán aghaidh ar Mháire. “Seán gave face to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuairt ‘visit’</td>
<td>Thug Seán cuairt ar Mháire. “Seán gave visit to Máire.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The idiomatic nature of both types of constructions can be seen in the following. Assigning semantic roles to the participants can be done on two levels – a metaphoric and a non-metaphoric: on a metaphoric level *Máire* can be said to be an addressee but non-metaphorically – a beneficial. This means that general Irish syntax only predicts the semantic role metaphorically, whereas the real semantic role can only be assigned if one knows the exact meaning of the *do + object* in this exact construction. This is even more so in the case of the predicate. On the metaphoric level ‘care’ can be understood to be an object of ‘giving’. However an attempt at ascribing it a true semantic role in this sentence stubbles is problematic as the predicate noun does not refer to any real object but to the situation itself. The predicate noun on a non-metaphorical level should therefore be analysed as a part of the syntactic predicate, forming a complex predicate *thabhair* ‘give’ + *tacaíocht* ‘support’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>non-metaphoric</th>
<th>agent</th>
<th>theme</th>
<th>recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>metaphorical</td>
<td>pred</td>
<td>agent</td>
<td>-cate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thug</td>
<td>seán</td>
<td>tacaíocht</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seán gave support to Máire.

“This shows that even though formally the construction in question resembles the “dative” construction, to adequately understand the sentence above one has to have the construction with a predicate noun stored in one’s lexicon as a separate unit, if not for decoding the meaning of the sentence (which might be assumed to be decodable with little effort), but at least to know how such meanings are encoded in the language. This is what was called ‘encoding idioms’ in Fillmore et al. 1988: they seem to be compositional, e.g. answer the door, but are arbitrary or conventional for a particular meaning (Fillmore et al. 1988: 504-5).

The degree of encoding idiosyncrasy is even higher in the case of the construction tabhair + ar ‘on’.

The knowledge of this construction involves not only the form itself of how this meaning is expressed in Irish, but also a semantically unpredictable preposition governing the indirect object of tabhair ‘give’ so that it is impossible to assign the object a semantic role on the non-metaphoric level. However, it is quite difficult to assertively assign a semantic role to the indirect object at the metaphoric level either, which questions the plausibility of a semantic-role analysis of such constructions given the abstract nature of the situations they describe. The metaphor should be then seen as a tool to grasp these abstract notions in terms of more concrete situation models along the lines of Lakoff 1993. In this case the metaphoric level of semantic roles could be dispensed with. The semantics of the constructions would then include the semantic roles of the participants in the source domain situation and then metaphorically mapped onto the target domain situation.

Another question concerns the use of the preposition ar ‘on’ in combination with the verb tabhair ‘give’ which does not occur with non-metaphoric use of tabhair. I suggest that the the combination of tabhair and ar is an instantiation of a more abstract construction [ATTENTION PREDICATE ar OBJECT OF ATTENTION]. Some other instantiations of this construction include, for example.

- breathnaigh/fèach/amharc ‘look’ ar X ‘look at X’;
- cuir ‘put’ aithne, eolais ‘knowledge’ ar X ‘learn to know X’.

It can therefore be argued that the TABHAIR AR CONSTRUCTION inherits its form from a more abstract CONSTRUCTION OF ATTENTION [ATTENTION PREDICATE ar OBJECT OF ATTENTION], which allows for the use of the verb tabhair ‘give’ with the preposition ar ‘on’, a combination that would otherwise be difficult to account for.

The two constructions of metaphoric giving both show traits of idiomaticity. However they differ in that the TABHAIR DO CONSTRUCTION allows for a more straightforward mapping of source domain semantic roles onto the participants of the target domain situation. This is more complicated in the case of the TABHAIR AR CONSTRUCTION, in which the verb tabhair ‘give’ unusually for the basic literal meaning of the verb combines with the preposition ar ‘on’. This construction is argued to be a result of the use of a light verb tabhair with predicate nouns in a more abstract CONSTRUCTION OF ATTENTION, where the predicate slot can be occupied by single-unit verbs or by light-verb constructions.

Towards a computational lexical resource for the diachronic study of Irish verbs
Theodorus Fransen (Trinity College Dublin)
In this paper, we propose a computational framework for a lexical resource that will better facilitate diachronic study of Irish verbs. The verbal system is subject to major morphological changes between Early Irish (c. 7th-12th centuries A.D.) and Modern Irish varieties (post-12th centuries) (McCone 1997). Moreover, whereas the literary output in the Old Irish period (c. 8th-9th centuries A.D.) points to a standardised language (Stifter 2009), all post-Old Irish historical varieties, except for bardic poetry (Early Modern Irish period, c. 13th-17th centuries A.D.), show a substantial degree of grammatical, orthographical and – particularly evident in the case of Early Modern Irish prose (Ó hUiginn 2013) – stylistic variation (cf. contributions in McCone 1994). The available digital support is insufficient to systematically trace the linguistic change and variation.

The research described here aims to mitigate the lack of digital support by creating and linking verb forms in morphologically annotated corpora by using a morphological analyser for contemporary, standardised Irish – already in the process of being adapted for successively earlier Modern Irish texts (Úi Dhonnchadha et al. 2014) – and by developing new tagging tools for Old Irish, to project forward to later forms.

This paper will focus on the creation of a morphological analyser for Old Irish using finite-state morphology (Beesley and Karttunen 2003). Recognition rates for an Early Irish sample text and associated findings and challenges will be reported on. The paper concludes with an outlook on the implementation stage of the lexical resource, its benefits and potential further research. We will (a) discuss challenges in morphologically tagging and accurately linking verbal cognates across historical corpora, (b) explore the ways in which this resource can serve and advance (digital) scholarship in historical Irish philology and linguistics, and (c) address more general questions relating to the balance between computational methods and manual work in successfully linking cognate verb forms.

**Developing an Auto-Glosser for Scottish Gaelic Using a Corpus of Interlinear Glossed Text**

Yuan-Lu Chen and Andrew Carnie (University of Arizona)

**Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 3:00 - 3:30**

1. Introduction

Interlinear Glossed Text (IGT) is widely used in linguistic studies. (1) is an example of Scottish Gaelic IGT.

(1) *Tha* a *athair* nas *sine* na *a* *mhàthair.*
   be.pres 3sm.poss father comp old.cmpr comp 3sm.poss mother
   “His father is older than his mother.”

IGT is essential in linguistic research and analysis of a language’s grammar. However, building large IGT corpora of under-resourced languages is expensive and time consuming. Endeavors to develop resources and tools for under-resourced languages are ongoing (Raghallaigh and Mechura 2014; Lamb and Sinclair 2016; Lamb and Danso 2014).

In this paper, we present the first auto-glosser for Scottish Gaelic, which automatically generates the gloss line. We also introduce a corpus of Scottish Gaelic IGT from which the auto-glosser is trained. Additionally, we show that this glossing data significantly improves the performance of the machine translation systems that we are currently developing.

2. The Auto-Glosser

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used widely and successfully in part of speech tagging tasks (Kupiec 1992). We treat the glosses as special part of speech tags, and build the auto-glosser using HMM. Specifically, the gloss of a target Gaelic word is inferred by considering the relationship of the target Gaelic word to the predicted glosses of the two preceding Gaelic words. Consider the following example:
To determine the gloss of word3, the glosser selects the gloss that is most likely in the given context of word3, gloss1 and gloss2. The accuracy rate of this auto-glosser is 65.8%, with 3986 possible glosses.

The primary goal of the auto-glosser is to facilitate the glossing process. We continue to expand the IGT corpus by incorporating data collected during a language documentation project. The auto-glosser aids and expedites the glossing task by generating a draft of Gaelic IGT, which a team member then corrects and verifies.

To understand the utility of the auto-glosser, we consider the IGT in (1) again. Specifically, only the first line in (1) is independent; the second line is determined by the first line. If the line one in (1) is our newly collected data, it will be glossed by the auto-glosser first, and the output is (3). Our team member then reviews and corrects (3) into (4), and then provides a free-translation of the Gaelic sentence into English.

(3) Tha a athair nas sine na a mhàthair.
be.pres det father comp old.cmpr comp 3sm.poss mother
“He’s father is older than his mother.”

(4) Tha a athair nas sine na a mhàthair.
be.pres 3sm.poss father comp old.cmpr comp 3sm.poss mother
“He’s father is older than his mother.”

In this manner, the task is machine-aided, and we do not need to gloss from scratch.

3. Description of the Corpus

The essential component for any machine learning systems is a sizable and accurate training data. The key of the auto-glosser is our corpus of Scottish Gaelic IGT. The corpus has 8,367 Gaelic sentences, and in term of words, it has 52,778 Gaelic words/glosses. The data of the corpus is from two different sources: fieldwork and data elicitation. IGT in our corpus is treated as parallel text, a format is commonly used in machine translation. Specifically, IGT is stored in three related plain text files: 1) language text in orthography, 2) sequences of glosses, and 3) free English translations.

4. Other Application of the IGT Corpus: Machine Translation System

Given that the IGT data can be viewed as parallel texts, they can be the used directly as training data for machine translation systems. Using our data and OpenNMT (Klein et al. 2017), we built neural network machine translation systems and ran several experiments comparing two types of systems. Both types of systems have the Gaelic transcription and English translation data; The critical difference is whether the gloss data is incorporated. To the best of our knowledge, no published machine translation system exists that incorporates gloss data. The performances of the systems with gloss data incorporated are a lot better than those built only with Gaelic and English data. By including the gloss data, the BLEU score is more than doubled (without gloss: 0.165; with gloss: 0.357). Moreover, the gloss-incorporated systems also outperform Google translation (a BLEU of 0.248). The important implication of this application is that linguistics can be really relevant and beneficial for NLP.

5. Conclusion

We introduce a IGT corpus and its applications. The corpus and the source codes of the applications will be made freely available. These endeavors are meant to provide open, useful and usable tools and
resources for Scottish Gaelic. Moreover, the applications of IGT demonstrate that natural language processing techniques and linguistics research can be mutually beneficial and informative.

**Saothrú Georges Dottin i réimse chanúineolaiocht na Nua-Ghaeilge/ Georges Dottin’s contribution to the field of Modern Irish dialectology**

Brian Ó Catháin (Maynooth University)

Wednesday, 5 September 2018, 3:30 - 4:00

French Celticist Georges Dottin (1863-1928) was a pioneer in the field of Irish dialectology – his field-work, undertaken in Galway in the Summer of 1891, and his earliest associated subsequent articles relating to the dialect of Irish he recorded there at that time – Dottin (1893; 1895) – pre-date, for instance, Franz Nikolaus Finck’s and Hoger Pedersen’s earliest contributions to the field – Finck (1896), Pedersen (1896) – Finck and Pedersen generally being recognised as the pioneers of Irish dialectology following their field-work, independent of each other, in the Aran Islands in 1895-6, and following publication of Finck (1896a; 1899) and Pedersen (1897; 1899). Georges Dottin subsequently published two further articles relating to the phonetics of Modern Irish – Dottin (1899; 1900). In the former, Dottin, referring to phonetic examples cited, states (1899: 308): ‘Les exemples sans références sont tirés … d’un vocabulaire irlandais d’environ quatre milles mots que j’ai recueilli à Galway en 1891.’ Dottin did not publish any further significant contribution drawn from his own 1891 Galway field-work, but at least some of this material has survived to this day in Dottin’s personal notebooks preserved in the Library of the University of Rennes.

The present paper, to be delivered in Irish, will contextualise Dottin’s contribution to Modern Irish dialectology. It will examine Dottin’s early collaboration – both folkloristic and political – with Douglas Hyde – see, for example, Dottin (1893a), Hyde (1899) and de h-Íde (1933) – and it will also provide new information on Dottin’s field-work in Galway in 1891, part of which was carried out in the Aran Islands.
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